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Abstract
Titanium powder was deposited onto steel specimens using four thermal spray technologies: plasma
spray, low-pressure cold spray, portable cold spray, and warm spray respectively. The specimens were
then subjected to strain controlled cyclic bending test in a dedicated in-house built device. The crack
propagation was monitored by observing the changes in the resonance frequency of the samples. For each
series, the number of cycles corresponding to a pre-defined specimen cross-section damage was used as a
performance indicator.
It was found that the grit-blasting procedure did not alter the fatigue properties of the steel specimens
(1% increase as compared to as-received set), while the deposition of coatings via all four thermal spray
technologies significantly increased the measured fatigue lives. The three high-velocity technologies led
to relative lives increase of 234% (low-pressure cold spray), 210% (portable cold spray), and 355% (warm
spray) and the deposition using plasma spray led to an increase of relative lives to 303%.
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The observed increase of high-velocity technologies (cold and warm spray, respectively) could be
attributed to a combination of homogeneous fatigue resistant coatings and induction of peening stresses
into the substrates via the impingement of the high-kinetic energy particles. Given the intrinsic character
of the plasma jet (low-velocity impact of semi/molten particles) and the mostly ceramic character of the
coating (oxides, nitrides), a hypothesis based on non-linear coatings behavior is provided in the paper.
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Introduction

Thermal spray is a family of processes used for deposition of protective or function performing coatings
onto substrates [1]. The fabricated coatings are relatively thick (up to hundreds µm) and generally exhibit
a heterogeneous structure, a consequence of the unique character of the respective technologies deposition.
Of the processes, plasma spraying (“PS”) ranks among the most universal methods in terms of material selection [2]. In the process, materials in a form of powder are injected into a hot jet of ionized gases.
Within the short dwelling time, the powder particles are accelerated [3], partially or fully molten and
impinge onto a prepared substrate. At the impact, they solidify, creating so-called splats, fundamental
elements of the produced coatings. The high temperatures of the plasma spray process are generally also
regarded a major disadvantage, inducing several detrimental effects (e.g. oxidation, phase transformations, internal stresses).
Cold spray (“CS”) is a novel technology resolving the temperature issues of the preceding technologies:
the powder particles are deposited in a solid state and a kinetic energy of the impact (plastic deformation
of supersonic particles) is used for the coating formation instead [4]. In-flight oxidation of the sprayed
material, a process intensified at elevated temperatures, is suppressed and the absence of oxides improves
the intrinsic bonding strength, resulting in one of the highest adhesion strengths among thermal spray
processes [4]. Due to the lower porosity content and increased value of elastic moduli, the cold sprayed
coatings are more susceptible to deformation induced cracking [5]. As primary and secondary thermal
stresses are negligible in cold spray, peening stresses originating from the deformation upon particles
impingement become dominant. Complex computational studies (e.g. Assadi et al. [6], Schmidt et al.
[7], Suhonen et al. [8]) were carried out in order to understand the stress build-up during cold spray.
The requirement of the plasticity of the materials currently presents the major handicap of the process
expanded implementation as e.g. pure ceramic materials could not be deposited.
Warm spray (“WS”) represents the newest addition into the thermal spray family. Developed as a
modification of HVOF (high-velocity oxy-fuel) process, the particles are deposited in a solid state due to
additional cooling by inert gas (usually nitrogen) flow in the gun mixing chamber attached to the gun
barrel [9]. In terms of in-situ temperatures of the particles, warm spray ranks in-between cold spray and
HVOF spray technologies.
Considering the respective coatings build-up mechanisms, the deposition of the coatings via different
technologies may induce a range of diverse effects on the substrate’s characteristics. Among the most
important changes are the development of internal stresses [10], influencing load-resistance parameters
and triggering different failure mechanisms under external loading. A typical example is a change in measured fatigue endurance of coated components under cyclic loading [11], [12], [13]. It was demonstrated
that the high-temperature deposition of the layers plays a crucial role in the fatigue properties of the
specimens. For cold spray technology, studies investigating the influence of different coating materials on
the fatigue properties of bodies have been published (e.g. [14], [15], [16]).
The aim of this work was to define the influence of various thermal spray technologies on the fatigue
properties of coated specimens and to identify the factors contributing to the component failure. Such task
differs significantly from the fatigue characterization of bulk materials. Typically, the surface properties
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of the bulks are “standardized” prior to the tests by e.g. surface polishing. However, no such procedure
could be implemented for the coatings as the respective surface properties play a crucial role in forming
of the fatigue properties of the coated components. Therefore, the focal point of the performed tests
was the performance of the steel substrates, to which the whole test setup and loading were adjusted.
Consequently, the deposited coatings were considered as an external factor in the entire study and the
fatigue test characterized only the particular combination of substrate-coating with its inherent surface
properties such as material composition and microstructure, residual stress field, adhesive and cohesive
strengths, geometry (coating thickness), porosity, etc. Four thermal spray processes were involved for
mutual comparison: atmospheric plasma spray, portable cold spray, low-pressure cold spray, and warm
spray. Their respective performances were compared to as-received set and grit-blasted set and the causes
of the failure were investigated for each set.

2
2.1

Experimental Setup
Materials

Due to a wide range of technologies used in the study, a selection of the coatings material was influenced
by two factors: its physical-mechanical properties, and its suitability for all the processes from the point
of view of particle sizes. A commercially available Ti powder acceptable for biomedical applications (Amperit 155.054, HC Starck, Germany, 10–45 µm) powder was selected and used throughout the study. The
selection further facilitated comparison with the previous study carried out using Ti powder on TiAl4V
substrates [11].
In order to ensure identical conditions for all deposition technologies, the as-received powder was not
sieved. Its particle size distribution was specified by laser analysis measured using Fritsch Nanoanalysette 22 device. The powder sizes were determined as 13.6–90.3 µm (5–95% quantile). The mean particle
size was ∼ 43.6 µm and no < 5 µm dust was detected. With respect to the requirements of the four
used technologies, the particle sizes are optimal for plasma and warm spray systems. However, cold spray
technology generally works with smaller particle sizes, ideally < 45 µm [4]. The somewhat bigger Ti
particles may have affected the porosity content in the coatings, as will be discussed in section 3.1.
The powder exhibited angular morphology, as could be seen from Fig. 1a, which corresponded to
the fused and crushed production route. According to in-flight measurement studies in cold spray (e.g.
Helfritsch and Trexler [17] or Fukanuma et al. [18]), the angular morphology is beneficial for attaining
higher in-flight velocities during cold spray deposition, effectively counteracting the negative effect of the
bigger particle sizes. As an inherent consequence of the fused and crushed production route, small pores
formation in the final material is frequently observed. The cross-section particle analysis determined the
internal porosity levels of the Ti powder as ∼ 0.5% (Fig. 1b).
The chemical composition of the powder provided by the manufacturer indicated no impurities with
maximum oxygen content of 0.3 at%. The powder was determined as 100% α-Ti by XRD analysis.
As a substrate material, 1.0038 grade cold-rolled steel was used (S235JRC, 0.19 wt% carbon, Rm =
340–470 MPa). The material was selected due to its ease of fabrication and connection to the previous studies [19]. The cold rolling induced compressive stresses into the material [20]. However, as all
substrates used in the study were fabricated via this route, the cold-rolling did not effect the measured
relative ratio of fatigue performances of the respective sets.

2.2

Sample preparation and characterization

Due to the specific nature of the subsequent cyclic loading experiment, specimen substrates were fabricated from 4 mm thick steel sheets in a geometry corresponding to Fig. 2. The specimens were designed
in order to localize the area of prospective crack initiation sites and facilitate more accurate crack detection. The symmetric design of the specimens allowed carrying out two measurements per sample, further
increasing the obtained data reliability. Chemical degreasing was carried out in order to remove any oil
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or contaminant films from the substrate surfaces.
Six sets of samples were prepared. As a benchmark for relative performance indication, non-modified
substrates with no coating or grit-blasting were used (as-received, “AR”). Usually, grit-blasting procedure is employed prior to the coating process to improve coatings-substrate adhesion and the interface
quality [21], [22]. As the grit-blasting procedure may induce (compressive) stresses into the near-surface
areas [11], it was necessary to test its influence. For that purpose, a blend of SiC and Al2 O3 particles
(380–760 µm) was used to produce second, grit-blasted set (“GB”). The average surface roughness of the
set reached Ra = 3.15 µm and no further coating was applied.
Four coated sets were then produced using various thermal spray technologies. The Ti powder was
deposited onto both major faces of the substrates (Fig. 2) with the target thickness of 500 µm. The thickness was selected to accentuate the effect of the layer addition on the properties of the coated samples
while restraining a spontaneous delamination, spallation and cracking resulting from the residual stresses
build-up [1].
Atmospheric plasma spray system (Praxair 4600 Module equipped with SG-100 plasma gun) with
Ar/He main/auxiliary gases was employed for fabrication of “PS” set. Cold spray assembly used to produce the “CS-L” set (low-pressure cold spray, ITAM, Russian Academy of Science) was equipped with
wear-resistant ceramics Laval nozzle and used purified He as the working and feeder gas. The helium gas
temperature was maintained at 770 K, well below the temperature of α-Ti → β-Ti transition (1155 K)
and the temperature indicated for initiation of the reaction with oxygen to form TiO2 (1470 K) [23].
Portable ASB 2000-2 cold spray system was then used (“CS-P”) with nitrogen as the main propellant
gas at 620 K. Lastly, warm spray was used for coatings deposition (“WS”) with kerosene used as a fuel.
The respective spray parameters pertaining to the individual technologies could be seen from Table 1.
The microstructure and thickness of the fabricated coatings was evaluated on polished samples using light microscopy (Axio Observer Z1m, Zeiss) and FEG-SEM (Ultra Plus, Zeiss). In order to obtain
information on the coatings porosity, image analysis was carried out (ImageJ software, contrast thresholding). At least 10 images were evaluated at two different SEM magnifications (100x, 500x). The surface
roughness indicators (Ra , Rz ) of the individual sets were measured according to ISO: 4287 standard [24]
in two perpendicular directions to affect the potential effect of the spray direction. For the measurements, TR200 portable profilometer was used (TimeGroup, Inc., China) with the measurement length of
0.8 × 5 mm and range of ±80 µm.
To obtain information on the coating hardness, 10 indentations were carried out per sample using
Vickers indentation at 200 gf load (LM247AT, Leco Corp., USA) on the polished cross-sections of the
deposits. Careful metallographic preparation of the samples was employed in order to minimize the microstructural effect observed by Chicot et al. [25]. The indentation load was selected with regard to the
heterogeneous structure of the coatings (mainly PS) with the aim of providing the average micro-hardness
value of the sprayed material. The typical diagonal length of the indentation under such load reached
40–60 µm, spanning a number of individual flattened splats in the coatings structure.
To assess the influence of the used surface technologies on the properties change of the substrate
material uppermost layers, series of indentation tests were performed using NHT2 nano-indenter device
(CSM Instruments, Switzerland; Berkovich indenter, 30 mN maximum load, 15 s dwell time). The hardness profiles of the material were measured perpendicularly to the substrate-coating interface with 10 µm
spacing towards the center of the substrate (200 µm profile depth).
The phase composition of the deposited layers was determined using XPert Pro X-ray diffractometer
(Co Kα , Kβ absorption filter) equipped with XCelerator detector (PANalytical B.V.). Rietveld analysis
of the acquired XRD spectra [26] was carried out in order to quantify the chemical composition and
address the respective changes with respect to composition of the initial powder feedstock. Merging two
measured patterns prior to the analysis aided in removing casual errors in the detection (e.g. accidental
noise delta-function peaks). The standardized patterns for the particular phases were collected from ICSD
databases. The analysis was complemented by EDX (EDAX XL-30) analyses for elemental composition.
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2.3

Fatigue experiments

The fatigue tests were carried out on an electromagnetic computer controlled resonance fatigue test
device developed at Czech Technical University (Fig. 3, [27]). The flat specimens were loaded by symmetrical cyclical bending (as cantilever beams, σm = 0, R = −1) with a fixed free end deflection amplitude
U = ± 4 mm. The tests were performed at room temperature and the samples critical area was air-cooled.
For high cycle fatigue, the loading amplitude needs to be chosen so that only limited amount of plastic
strain develops at the specimen surface. On the other hand, reasonably short fatigue lives are desirable for
time constraints of the testing process. Combining the two requirements, ∼ 200 000 cycles target fatigue
lives of the uncoated specimens were selected for our study. To select the corresponding nominal loading
strain amplitude the median method presented in [28] can be used. The required input for the calculation,
tensile strength of the material, was estimated using an additional tensile test as Rm = 480 MPa. For
these conditions, a strain amplitude of 1.33×10−3 was calculated, of which 1.10×10−3 pertains to elastic
and 0.23×10−3 plastic strain at the substrate surface. The calculation therefore predicted that the test
at such loading amplitude will be performed preferably in the elastic strain dominated (i.e. high cycle
fatigue) mode. The corresponding sample free end deflection amplitude can be further calculated from

,
(1)
HC
where U is the free end deflection amplitude in mm,  is the longitudinal strain at the crack initiation
site on the substrate surface (indicated by arrows in Fig. 2a), H is the substrate thickness and C is a
calibration constant. The value of the constant was calibrated as C = 0.08437×103 mm−2 by testing
auxiliary samples at different amplitudes and measuring the actual strain using a doublet of strain gages.
Subsequently, the value was verified by an additional FEM simulation. For the obtained strain amplitude
of 1.33×10−3 , a free end deflection of 3.94 mm was calculated, i.e. the deflection of 4 mm used in our
study was well justified for the testing. The actual strain value under 4 mm deflection was measured as
1.35×10−3 .
U=

The excitation frequency f (N ) corresponded to the first natural resonance frequency of the mounted
specimen and was maintained using a phase locked loop technique. It ranged from 75–95 Hz, depending
on the coating stiffness, thickness and density and changed with the number of cycles N . The crack
growth in the specimens induced a decrease of the natural resonance frequency. The excitation frequency
decrease df = f ( N2 ) − f (N ) was used as a quantity reflecting the crack growth [27]. As a stopping
condition of the experiment, a drop of df = 3 Hz was used, corresponding to approximately 30% damage
of the specimen cross-section. The “fatigue life” of the specimen was defined as the number of cycles at
the stopping condition. The obtained fatigue lives of the specimens are not affected by the variances in
the damaged area due to the relatively high crack growth rate during the final stages of the experiments.

2.4

Fractographic analysis

Liquid nitrogen was used to cool the fatigued samples below the transition temperature and the specimens
were then ruptured by impact. Fractographic analysis of the fractured surfaces was then carried out
using Jeol JSM-840A SEM in secondary electrons mode to reflect the micro-morphology of the specimen
surfaces. The analysis was performed for the substrates as well as coatings and aimed at determining the
crack initiation sites and primary propagation directions.

3
3.1

Results and Discussion
Sample characterization

The morphology of the four types of coatings could be seen from Fig. 4. The structures correspond to
the typical coatings produced via the four technologies: the WS and both CS technologies led to compact
structure coatings due to the high in-flight velocity (kinetic energy) of the process [4], [9], while the
plasma sprayed deposits were characterized by the lamellae splats with limited amount of splashing due
to the molten state impacts [29].
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The coatings produced via WS technology exhibited compact morphology of the material. Within the
coatings structure, individual particles could be observed due to a presence of small oxide layer surrounding each particle. The oxide shells might have originated due to elevated temperatures of the process.
The low-pressure cold spray technology produced coatings with slightly increased porosity as compared
to WS set (2.3%, Table 2), with indications of individual splats in the structure. The porosity could be a
consequence of the slightly bigger particle sizes of the used powder feedstock. The presence of the oxide
shells was not observed. The densest coatings were obtained for the CS-P set with no distinguishable
splats (porosity 0.2%). The plasma sprayed coatings exhibited a heterogeneous, non-compact structure
with relatively high porosity. Individual splats could easily be observed in the material, as well as the
elongated interconnected pores along the splats contact zones.
The substrate-coatings interface was well adherent for all four coating types with no visible gap (as
observed in SEM). The surface roughness of the plasma sprayed coating was slightly lower that the three
high velocity technologies (Table 2). This is probably caused by enhanced conformation of the incoming
(semi)molten particles to underlying surface asperities and the relatively smooth splat surfaces driven by
the surface tension of the molten material prior to solidification [29].
The production using various technologies led to significant thickness variation among the respective
sets (Table 2). During the fatigue test, the strain amplitude imposed at the deposit surface is given by
the specimen thickness. Under the assumption of linear elastic deformation, the strain equals:
Hs
+ hc ),
(2)
2
where c1 is a constant, Hs is the substrate thickness (4 mm) and hc is the coating thickness. Given the
numerical values of the deposited thicknesses and the strain levels in the fatigue experiment (1.3×10−3 ,
section 2.3), the maximum relative difference of the surface strain will be ∼ 15% (between the PS and
CS-P sets). It was shown previously [30] that the increase of Al2 O3 coating thickness from 0.35–0.90 mm
(∼23% strain increase) led to 20% decrease of fatigue life. Similar results were obtained [27] for olivine
(MgFe)2 SiO4 (15% fatigue life decrease for a change from 0.71–1.31 mm coating thickness, i.e. 22% strain
increase). The changes in measured fatigue performance caused by the variations in the coatings thickness
were therefore one order of magnitude smaller than the observed influence of the deposition technology
(Table 2). As such, it could be concluded that the variations in the coating thicknesses of the individual
sets do not critically influence the measured fatigue lives and the respective sets results can be directly
compared.
 = c1 × (

Due to the high velocity combined with solid state impact of the CS and WS particles, extensive
plastic deformation leading to intensive strain hardening of the coating material was expected [6]. To
assess this, micro-hardness of the coatings was measured. From the results (Table 2) it could be seen that
both cold spray technologies produced coatings of similar hardness (∼70 HV0.2). Given the differences
in the deposition parameters (770 K helium at 1.3 MPa vs. 620 K nitrogen at 2.0 MPa), it could be
assumed that such values correspond to the limit hardness of Ti material after the strain hardening effect,
particularly at the particles surfaces (the brittle particle interfaces may then lead to a typical fracture
morphology of the deposit, section 3.3). It should be noted that the discussed limit hardness depends on
the particle sizes of the powder feedstock.
The particle surface brittleness could cause the fragmentation of the material below the indenter observed during microhardness measurement (Fig. 5). Such behavior resulted in a decreased microhardness
of the CS deposits in comparison to the WS set (165 HV0.2) and is related to the hardness loss parameter
suggested by Goldbaum and co-workers [31]. It appears that the higher particle temperature of the WS
deposition is an efficient way for reduction of the detrimental effects of particle surface embrittlement.
Further to that, the increased microhardness value of WS set could be contributed by a presence of
small oxide content in the coatings. The highest value of microhardness was measured for PS samples
(∼560 HV0.2). With regard to the relatively high porosity of the coating (a factor causing decrease in
hardness), the substantial increase is most likely caused by the presence of TiN, and TiO oxides in the
structure of the coatings (Fig. 4).
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The measured substrate hardness profiles confirmed the idea of the blasting technology impact on
the uppermost layers of the material. As could be seen from Fig. 6, the grit-blasting procedure led to a
notable increase in the hardness up to the depths of ∼50 µm. This effect is a direct consequence of work
hardening of the steel material and was also observed in other studies, e.g. [32], [33]. An effect of similar
magnitude was also observed for PS, WS, and CS-L samples, i.e. the deposition of the coating via the
three technologies did not lead to a further increase in substrate material hardness. A more pronounced
effect was observed in the case of CS-P set. However, it could not be safely determined whether the
effect could be attributed to the deposition of the coatings or it was caused by the grit-blasting procedure
carried out in the joint laboratory.
The chemical composition analysis indicated that both cold spray technologies did not alter the
element or phase composition of the deposited Ti material and both coatings were found to compose of
100% α-Ti. Despite the inherent high reactivity of titanium above 770 K [34], the work gas temperatures
in both atmospheric processes did not trigger any reactions with oxygen or nitrogen due to short dwell
time in the heated gas. Due to increased temperatures of the WS process, small oxidation of Ti was
recorded, giving rise to 1.9 at% Ti3 O content (measured by XRD and observed at the surfaces of the
individual splats by SEM BSE mode and EDX mapping). The formation of Ti-rich non-stoichiometric
Ti3 O sub-oxide phase instead of more stable TiO2 could be attributed to incomplete oxidation of titanium
particles during the flight by low diffusion of oxygen atoms into the hexagonal α–Ti lattice [35]. The
Rietveld analysis of the plasma sprayed coatings XRD spectra indicated the composition of the coatings
as (at%) 37.4% TiN and 62.6% various stoichiometry titanium oxides (5.9% TiO2 -rutile, 2.6% TiO2 anatase, 10.9% Ti3 O, 43.2% TiO0.97 and Ti1.85 O3 oxides), i.e. no initial Ti phase was retained during
the plasma process. The presence of various compounds was confirmed by EDX point analyses of the
individual phases observed in SEM BSE mode. The full transformation of Ti into TiN (fcc) and oxide
phases is in accordance with other studies [11], [36], [37] and is a result of the inherent high-temperature
nature of the plasma process.

3.2

Fatigue performance

For the used setup, the average fatigue life was Rf = 222 462 for the as-received set (Table 2). This is in a
good agreement with the fatigue life of 200 000 cycles estimated from a computation at the selected strain
amplitude in the critical area of the substrate according to [28]. The grit-blasting procedure did not alter
the fatigue life of the specimens (+1%, Fig. 7, Table 2). This result is in agreement with the previous
studies for cold rolled substrates [27], but is in contrast to the considerable influence of the grit-blasting
procedure on Ti6Al4V substrates observed in [11]. This difference could be attributed to influences of
two contradictory factors on the two materials: a beneficial effects of compressive residual stresses and
strain hardening and a detrimental micro-notch effect. The former were identified in identical material
that was subjected to a blasting procedure in the recent study [19] and are indirectly supported by the
measured increase in the substrate hardness after the blasting procedure. The latter is a consequence of
the significant increase in surface roughness (∼10×) upon the blasting and its negative effect was shown
by e.g. Price et al. [15] (rotating bend test). This result suggests that, from the fatigue point of view,
for high in-flight velocity technologies (WS, CS), the grit-blasting procedure of steel substrates should
either not be carried out as it does not benefit the fatigue resistance and might encourage fatigue crack
initiation, or the blasting medium should be of spherical, non-angular morphology (e.g. bead blasting).
The deposition of coatings via all four technologies contributed to a substantial increase in the average
fatigue lives, with increases from +110% to +255% (Table 2). In general, it could be assumed that the
respective increases are induced by alteration of the total (loading+residual) stress field in coatings and
substrates, by the presence of fatigue resistant coatings, or by the constraint imposed on the substrate
defects by the coating.
In the case of the PS set, redistribution of the residual stresses in substrates similar to that observed
in [19] could be expected and its compressive nature may be retained. During the deposition, the metal
powder feedstock was completely transformed into a coating of ceramic nature (→ nitrides, oxides). However, the thermal contraction stresses formation (originating due to the difference in thermal expansion
coefficients of the coating and the substrate [1]) is probably not the major factor triggering the recorded
increase in fatigue lives, as the CTE mismatch between the steel (CTE1.0038 =11.62×10−6 K−1 , [38])
7

and the coating materials is not significant (CTETiN =9.35×10−6 K−1 , CTETiO2 −rutile =9.37×10−6 K−1 ,
CTETiO2 −anatase =8.42×10−6 K−1 , no literature on the TiO0.97 , Ti1.85 O3 , Ti3 O, [39]). Instead, the ∼3×
increase could be attributed to the nonlinear behavior of the coatings. As shown in section 3.1, the PS
coatings consist of layers of splats with clearly pronounced porosity, intersplat decohesion, and cracks.
As described e.g. by Kroupa [5], the presence of these imperfections leads to a nonlinear behavior of a
deposit characterized by large difference between the tensile and the compressive stiffness. Musalek et al.
[40] have shown that the difference in the two corresponding moduli could amount to 10× in the case of a
ceramic coating. This, in turn, induces a decrease of the effective stress amplitude in the substrate near
its surface. For this type of coating, it could be expected that the fatigue damage does not occur in a form
of a major fatigue crack propagation, but could be rather described by opening of a distributed network
of pores and micro-cracks over a relatively large volume [19]. As a consequence, the major crack forms
in the substrate instead and its initiation is delayed by the induced decrease of the substrate loading
amplitude.
Similar increase of the fatigue lives values was observed for the two cold spray technologies (> 2× longer
lifetime) and the most favorable effect was observed for specimens with warm sprayed coatings (3.55×
lifetime). For the three high-kinetic energy technologies, the peening effect generated by the solid particles impacts is expected to introduce compressive stresses within the deposit and further increase the
extent of the compressive residual stress in the uppermost layers of the substrates [4]. Upon superimposing with the external load, the resulting shift of the total (loading+residual) stresses effectively decreases
the stress ratio R and the effective value of stress intensity factor, leading to an increase of the fatigue life.
Further to that, the detrimental effect of micro-notches produced in grit-blasting could be suppressed
by the high-velocity deposition, as the first incoming layer of Ti material partially obliterated the rough
surface structure. This phenomenon was observed during an additional experiment: using mechanical
force, the coatings were partially delaminated from the substrates. The exposed substrate areas exhibited
smoother surfaces as compared to the grit-blasted state. This was subsequently confirmed by the surface
roughness measurements of the obliterated structure, leading to slightly lower Ra =2.49 µm (vs. Ra =
3.15 µm after grit-blasting).
The described contribution of the two factors may lead to two different modes of crack initiation and
propagation of the CS and WS sets, respectively. In both modes, it is assumed that the compressive stress
of the Ti deposit, its low elastic modulus, and high yield stress of bulk Ti make it a fatigue resistant
element.
 due to its high density, the coating material could be considered “near-bulk”. As such, the fatigue
cracks initiate on the coatings surface and propagate through the deposit before being transferred to
the substrate. The increase of the fatigue life is then determined by the increased fatigue resistance
of the coating.
 the magnitude of the effective stress intensity factor at the coating surface is directly linked to its
elastic modulus and the nature of the residual stress. The combination of lower elastic modulus
of Ti (116 GPa, [11]) and the compressive residual stress field disallows crack initiation on coating
surface and, as a result, the fatigue cracks initiate in the substrate instead. The intact dense coating
subsequently constrains [19] the plastic deformation of the substrate, yielding the specimen a longer
fatigue life.

3.3

Fractographic analysis

The performed fractographic analysis confirmed that the failure character corresponded to cyclic bending
loading. The analysis clearly distinguished the fatigue cracks and the final static rupture of the substrate material. The fatigue crack initiation sites and crack propagation directions in the substrates were
identified. However, the fracture micromorphology of the deposits did not provide enough fractographic
features to clearly identify the initiation sites and crack propagation directions in the coatings.
The number of substrate crack initiation sites and their respective localization and crack propagation
direction differed for the investigated sets. In all cases with the exception of the AR set, the cracks
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initiated at grit-blasting induced micro-notches or at embedded blasting particles. Their respective initiation mode was inter-granular, followed by a subsequent trans-granular propagation mode via a striation
mechanism. The form of the fatigue crack propagation was predominantly quarter- or half-ellipsoid and
a merging of two cracks was observed occasionally. For AR, GB and CS sets, multiple initiation sites
on the major specimen (mostly faces close to the specimen edges) were observed (Fig. 8). A typical
propagation direction in such cases was perpendicular to the substrate-coating interface (an illustration
of the phenomenon is provided in Fig. 9a) and was previously observed for sets with neutral influence on
the fatigue life [11], [19]. Similarly, the initiation sites of the cracks in PS set were observed on the major
face. However, their number was reduced (often, one initiation site was observed per specimen) and they
were predominantly localized in the vicinity of the specimen edges (Fig. 8). In contrast to other sets,
the crack initiation sites completely avoided the major face of the WS specimens and were located at
the specimen sides instead (Fig. 9b). This mode of failure supports the hypothesis that the high fatigue
resistance of the coating resulted in cracks initiation in the substrates.
The PS coatings failure is not typical for plasma sprayed coatings. The microstructure of the deposit
observed from Fig. 4 is not apparent on the fracture surface. The PS coatings contained a significant
number of vertical cracks. Due to this fact and the character of the contact between adjacent splats, the
cracks propagated in one plane over several splats (inter-connecting of the pre-existing cracks), without
regard to individual splat boundaries. Fragmentation of the PS deposit material is the only sign describing the fatigue failure of the coating (formation of small particles crushed through contact wear). This
was confirmed as no particle fragments were observed in the static rupture regions. Based on the analysis
it can be assumed that the coating fracture surfaces share identical planes with the substrate fatigue
cracks and that the fatigue failure of the coatings forms a natural extension of the substrate fatigue
cracks. Therefore the fatigue failure of the coating and substrate are related to each other and propagate
concurrently.
The fracture surface of the high velocity coatings (WS, 2×CS) is inter-connected with the respective
microstructures. The CS deposits are built up by practically equiaxed particles connected by thin, highly
deformed layer of material (as presented by Zou via EBSD observations in [41]). Their decohesion leads
to a formation of fine debris on the fracture surface. Similar failure mechanism can be observed on the
whole fracture surface of the WS deposits. However, the amount of particle debris is relatively lower as
opposed to both CS coatings. The slight difference is probably connected to the superior compactness of
the WS deposit (also observed during the hardness measurements in Fig. 5).

4

Conclusions

The presented study aimed at determination of the effect of deposition of coatings via four thermal spray
methods onto fatigue lives of low-carbon steel substrates. It was found that the deposition of coatings by
all technologies (plasma, warm, and low-pressure and portable cold sprays) led to a substantial increase in
the fatigue lives. The increase in lifetime of the individual sets could be attributed to a presence of fatigue
resistant coatings, introduction of compressive peening stresses, and non-linear behavior of the coating
material. Substantial differences in the failure modes of the specimens were observed via fractographic
analysis. From the results, it could be concluded that:
 Deposition of Ti via portable and low-pressure cold spray technologies did not induce chemical
changes into Ti material, a consequence of the inherent low temperature character of the methods;
the extent of particle surface oxidation during the deposition via warm spray is substantially lower
as compared to standard HVOF due to lower temperatures of the process. Plasma deposition led
to a complete transformation of Ti into nitrides and oxides.
 Of the three solid state impact technologies (WS, 2×CS), the Vickers hardness of the cold sprayed
Ti coatings was lower than the values obtained for warm spray deposition. This was caused by
fragmentation of the material below the indenter in the cold sprayed coatings. The highest hardness
was measured for PS coatings due to its chemical composition.
 The grit-blasting procedure caused increase in the hardness of the substrate 1.0038 steel material
up to depths of ∼50 µm. Subsequent deposition of the coatings did not further increase the values.
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 Due to easier conformation of the incoming molten Ti particles to surface asperities and the resulting
smooth splat surfaces due to the surface tension, the surface roughness of the PS set was lower than
the coatings fabricated via the other technologies.
 The grit-blasting did not alter the fatigue lives of the specimens due to incidence of two contradictory factors, work-hardening of the substrate (compressive stresses) and inherent micro-notches
introduction. Therefore, it is suggested that due to the micro-notch effect, grit-blasting procedure
should not be carried out prior to cold or warm spray depositions (from the point of view of material
fatigue resistance).
 The CTE mismatch of the coatings and the substrates was not the factor causing the increase of
fatigue lives of the plasma sprayed set. Instead, non-linear behavior of the non-compact coatings
leading to different stiffness parameters in compression and tension caused effective decrease in the
underlying substrate stress amplitude, yielding longer fatigue lives.
 Induction of compressive stresses into the substrates, obliteration of grit-blasting induced micronotches, and a presence of fatigue resistant coatings are the main factors causing the increase in
fatigue lives of the three high kinetic energy deposition processes (WS, 2×CS).
 The fatigue crack initiation in substrates favored grit-blast induced micro-notches. Multiple initiation sites were observed at the major sample faces for AS, GB, 2×CS sets. For the CS coatings, it
could not safely determined whether the primary crack initiated at the substrate-coating interface or
the coating surfaces. For PS specimens, single crack propagation from the major face was observed,
with the initiation sites close to the specimen edges. In the case of WS deposits, the cracks were
constrained to initiate at the specimen edges, completely avoiding the substrate-coating interface
areas.
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Figure 1: a) morphology and b) cross-section of used Ti powder

Figure 2: Geometry of the fatigue test specimens. Arrows indicate crack initiation sites, gray area
represents cantilever clamping area, A-A section shows the orientation of sample fracture surfaces

Table 1: Spray
Plasma spray
Net power
Flow of main gas (Ar)
Flow of auxiliary gas (He)
Flow of carrier gas (Ar)
Feedrate frequency
Spray distance

parameters for PS, CS-L, CS-P and
Cold spray
15 kW
Gas used
47.2 l·min−1 Gas pressure
37.8 l·min−1 Gas temperature
7.1 l·min−1
4 rpm
Feedrate frequency
120 mm
Spray distance

Table 2: Properties of the deposited coatings
Set
Coating
Surface
Coating
thickness roughness Ra porosity
[ µm]
[ µm]
[%]
AR
—
0.33
—
GB
—
3.15
—
CS-L
570
5.75
2.3
CS-P
790
6.48
0.2
PS
420
4.63
11.4
WS
640
6.05
0.5

WS coatings deposition
CS-L
CS-P
Warm spray
helium
nitrogen Flow of nitrogen
1.3 MPa 2.0 MPa Flow of oxygen
770 K
620 K
Flow of kerosene
Barrel length
70 Hz
200 rpm Powder feedrate
12 mm
25 mm
Spray distance

and results of fatigue testing of the respective six sets
Coating Average # Relative Resonance
hardness
of cycles
life Rf
frequency
[HV0.2]
[1]
[1]
[Hz]
—
222 462
1.00
79.3
—
223 770
1.01
81.0
69
519 696
2.34
85.1
68
467 643
2.10
83.1
562
674 176
3.03
86.5
165
789 360
3.55
93.9
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1000 l·min−1
714 l·min−1
347 ml·min−
200 mm
30 g·min−1
200 mm

Figure 3: The specimen loading in the developed fatigue device
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Figure 4: The structure of the Ti coatings produced via four technologies (BSE imaging)

Figure 5: Coatings deformation after HV0.2 indentations
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Figure 6: Measured hardness profiles of the substrates from the six respective sets
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Figure 7: Weibull (failure) probability plot of the six sample series

Figure 8: Typical fractured surfaces and fatigue crack shapes of the six tested sets. The arrows indicate
the cracks initiation sites and propagation directions. The orientation of the surfaces could be seen from
A–A section in Fig. 2
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Figure 9: Illustration of two modes of crack initiation in substrates: a) perpendicular to major sample
face or substrate-coatings interface (typical for AR, GB, PS, and CS sets) and b) parallel to the substratecoating interface (typical for WS set). The dots indicate the interface between coatings and substrates.
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